
audioMobile API

Make your mobile app talk!

Make your content available anywhere and 
at any time by giving your users an audio 
version of your mobile app. 

When your users can Tap & Listen, your
content becomes more accessible and 
user-friendly.

ReadSpeaker® audioMobile™ API is an API library that enables you to easily and seamlessly 
speech-enable your iOS, Android, Blackberry, and J2ME mobile apps. There is no need to use a 
resource-demanding text-to-speech engine that slows down your app. 

With the explosion of mobile users across the globe, delivering content to these devices is a major 
channel for providing additional services to your customer base. Due to their inherent screen size,  
publishing an audio version of your app is a great way to make your content available in an 
easy-to-listen way.

Benefits Wide Variety of Users

ReadSpeaker audioMobile API lets you enhance the user experience by adding speech to your 
existing mobile app or creating a mobile app with speech.

When you speech-enable your iOS, Android, Blackberry, or J2ME app, you improve the user 
experience for: 

People needing greater accessibility to text 
content

People with visual impairments

People with dyslexia or other reading  
difficulties

People whose native language is different 
from the language of your app

Seniors and others seeking greater comfort 
while using their mobile device

People on the go or in the gym

Multitaskers and those looking for more 
convenience

People who prefer to listen to content
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* Customers use our default functions and add 
new features to create their own applications.



audioMobile API

Complete Listening Experience

The content of any iOS/Android/Blackberry/
J2ME app can be speech-enabled, including:

•	news feeds

•	 travel itineraries

•	movie info and timetables

•	recipes and diet advice

•	 financial articles and stock quotes

•	 latest traffic information

•	weather forecasts

•	book reviews

•	daily horoscope

•	 translation services

Your users don’t need to synchronize their 
mobile devices to listen to your latest content; 
the audio is updated automatically and on the 
fly directly to your branded audio app!

Satisfied Users Around the World

Some user reviews (iTunes) on apps speech-
enabled by ReadSpeaker:

“Fantastic voice synthesizer that reads the 
articles!”

“The reading feature is ahead of its time. 
Someone who thinks to develop services for 
readers.”

“Well, it’s fantastic to hear the articles!”

“The ability to listen to articles while you are 
driving your car is priceless, it is simply 
fantastic. Finally an app that uses text to 
speech.”

“Excellent news source, love the text to talk 
technology.”

From Text to Speech in Seconds

1. The user taps the play button inside your 
app.

2. The text is processed and sent to our 
text-to-speech server.

3. ReadSpeaker generates the audio and 
streams it to the user.

Let your users Tap & Listen! 

About ReadSpeaker

ReadSpeaker® is the worldwide leader in online 
text to speech. In 1999, ReadSpeaker pioneered 
the first-ever speech-enabling application for 
websites. Today, the company’s web-based 
text-to-speech services are used by thousands 
of websites/mobile apps and millions of users 
worldwide every month. ReadSpeaker speech-
enables online content on the fly in 35+ 
languages and 100+ voices. The company 
provides a portfolio of web-based text-to-
speech solutions for websites, mobile sites, 
mobile apps, RSS feeds, online documents and 
forms, and online campaigns. More than 5000 
corporate, media, government, and nonprofit 
customers around the world use ReadSpeaker 
online text-to-speech solutions.

Contact us: info@readspeaker.com
www.readspeaker.com




